ENDEAVOUR COLLEGE INTERIM STRATEGIC PLAN 2022 - 2023
The College’s interim Strategic Plan looks to define the priorities of the College
for the next two years, in line with its mission statement:
To develop staff and students’ God-given gifts and abilities for LIFE and community.
At Endeavour College we look to live The Endeavour Way values of
Love, Courage, Forgiveness and Hope
and the strategic plan signifies our intent to build the College in line with these values.

Continue to build our Christian Living program ensuring it is
relevant andresponsive to the diverse needs of the students

Ensure facility upgrades and building maintenance that
optimises student learning and accommodates
future learning priorities
Continue to evaluate the optimal College size

Ensure effective leadership and governance

Nurture faith
and spiritual
growth

Optimise ICT capacity to support College needs

Communicate meaningfully with
parents/caregivers to enhance student learning
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Utilise data to inform future strategy
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Continue to review and manage risk

Embed the principles of Service Learning within programs
to encourage students to be active contributors to
broader communities

Continue to
build an
innovative and
cohesive
learning
environment

Shape a College culture of aspiration and improvement
Ensure an educational program 7-12 that is responsive
to student needs and pathways:
• Review against new Australian Curriculum
• Analyse continuity of programs and ensure alignment
Continue to embed the culture of the ‘Vision for Learners’
within the College:
• Ensure alignment of assessment and reporting
• Enhance opportunities for explicit teaching of Vision for
Learners principles
• Provide environments to facilitate engagement with learners
as global citizens/thinkers

Grow partnerships that are mutually
beneficial to enhance learning opportunities

Strengthen student inclusivity and acceptance:
• Review and enhance support for students with a disability
• Enhance support for gender diverse students
and the LGBTQI+ community
• Enhance the acceptance of cultural
diversity within the College
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Pursue a
College culture
that values and
nurtures staff
Enhance
student
wellbeing,
inclusivity and
safety

Develop the capacity for students to be agents in their own learning:
• Provide opportunity for students to be active decision-makers
• Develop a culture of authentic student voice
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Strengthen proactive wellbeing strategies for students
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Maintain and enhance authentic
partnerships with Connected Schools

Strengthen
our rich
community
partnerships
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Continue to engage with connected communities:
• Supporting congregations
• Old scholars

Continue to grow the College spiritually

Optimise technology to enhance and support learning:
• Utilise data collection processes to inform future decision making
to Improve student educational outcomes

Strengthen proactive wellbeing strategies for staff
Continue to build staff culture that:
• Aligns with the Endeavour Way
• Values a Professional Learning culture
• Supports a strength-based approach
• Develops and nurtures a highly effective team culture
Identify and grow leadership within the College
Value and support diversity

